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In this paper, I subscribe to grammaticalization and construction grammar approaches in order 
to investigate changes of ir (go) and pegar (take) related to the developing of the foi fez con-
structions (lit. went did construction), FFCs, in Brazilian Portuguese. FFCs belong to a spe-
cific class of constructions which have approximate equivalents in English (like “I went and 
did it”) and some other languages. FFCs were described in Rodrigues (2006) as a sequence of 
V1 and V2, where V1 and V2 share inflections for verb tense and subject. V1 is one of the 
verbs ir and pegar and V2 is relatively open. Considering the use of ir and pegar as full lexi-
cal verbs and in such constructions, one observes that they have undergone changes, which 
involve loss of syntactic and semantic properties compatible with grammaticalization.  
 I will present four different uses of ir and pegar in four different types of constructions 
and I will propose that the grammaticalization of ir and pegar are instantiated by FFCs that 
seem to develop from coordinate constructions. Considering synchronic data of Spoken Por-
tuguese, it is possible to suggest a grammaticalization cline where, as will be demonstrated, 
these four different types of constructions are displayed indicating a path of change with ir 
and pegar gradually losing their verbal properties. The relation between these four types of 
constructions supports the hypothesis of Heine (2002) and Diewald (2002, 2006) that con-
structions actually correspond to different types of context in grammaticalization. In construc-
tion 1, ir and pegar are used as full lexical verbs in prototypical coordinate clauses. In con-
struction 2, ir and pegar are employed as ambiguous verbs in coordinated constructions. In 
construction 3 (example 1), these verbs lose transitivity, undergo semantic bleaching, cannot 
be negated, develop a pragmatic function of Focus, and become a constitutive element of 
FFCs.  
 
(1)  [Speaker talking about how her father picked up her name, which is very original] 
  Aí,  meu pai pegou     botou     esse nome em mim: Jupi-

ra, Jupira!  
  Then my dad take-Past.Perf.3sg put-Past.Perf.3sg this name on me: Jupira! 
  Then my dad put (lit. took put) this name on me: Jupira  
 
In construction 4 (example 2), ir and pegar lose even more syntactic properties as they no 
longer subcategorize subject, exhibit always a form of a third person of past and are located 
outside limits of sentence. However, the same pragmatic function as observed in FFCs is re-
tained.  
 
(2)  [Speaker telling a story about her girlfriend) 
  Aí  pegou     a casa dela caiu     foi  em novembro.  
               Then take-Past.Perf-3sg her house fall-Past.Perf-3sg (was) in November 
                Then (lit. it took) her house fell in November. 
 
I will conclude that the analysis of ir and pegar confirms that linguistic change takes place 
gradually and involves a specific linguistic context (construction), which allows reanalysis of 
linguistic items.  
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